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PACIFIC COAST
COMPUTERFAIR

Computers For Home, Business & Education

November 6 & 7,1982
10am - 6pm
Robson Square Media Centre
Vancouver, B.C.,Canada
Tickets:$ 4.00 One Day $7.00 Two Days

Sponsored by:

PACIFIC COAST COMPUTER FAIR ASSOCIATION0
A Non-Profit Association
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UPCOMING MEETING |

eeeeeeee eeeo oeee etee etee re et et etee eteeeeetnted etrttm /
The next meeting will be held at 7:30 pm:

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD 1982
ROOM 102, RENFREW COMMUNITY CENTRE

Renfrew & 22nd
parking access on both streetsmmmmmm

AGENDAeeeeeeee eeee et ee ee eeeeee en eh et ee eneteto2et ek et ee et me 225eti0etet /The demo for this month’s meeting will be the Osborne 1 by Jack
Brown of the Vancouver Fortable Computer Club.

Organization for the Pacific Coast Computer Fair on the weekend
of November 6th % 7th. Volunteers needed to man the booth. See
or phone Fatrick Trout.
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West Coast Computer Society
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PRINTOUT, the newsletter of the West Coast
Computer Society, published monthly.

Executive
Fresident - Dave Wiens (home) innnnnnnnnn

(work) minim:Vice-Fresident ~ Patrick Trout naminTreasurer - Tom Balabanov iSecretary - Lawrence Harris BLLDirectors - Tim Tarter TTT- Dave Howerman THEN HH HH HHH HHH
-— Doug Brydle
- Allen Mar

Newsletter
Editor - Allen Mar pn
Society Mailing Address
The West Coast Computer Society
c/o F.0. Box 4031
Vancouver, BE. C. V&B 374

Special Interest Group Coordinators
CP/M User’s Group and SIG/M

- Dave Bowerman
68XX User’s Group

-— Dave Wiens
Northstar User’s Group

-~ Steve Cleverly
BigRoard SIG (BESIG)

- Dave Bowman
Xerox /RB Software Librarian

-— Bill Nuttall
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Comments expressed in the WCCS PRINTOUT
are not necessarily the opinions of the
W.C.C.S. or of its executive, but solely
those of the writer.
Any content that is specifically marked
"Copyright" or "(c)" may not be reproduced
without the written permission of the
author. All other content may be repro-
duced for non-commercial purposed, provi-
ded that the author and the WCCS FPRINTOUT
are given credit.
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Membership Policy
SS
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The policy of the West Coast Computer Society
is to provide a regular newsletter to paid-up
members only, except that non-members new to
the club receive one free issue. You may pay
the dues ($15 for one year) to the treasurer
or any member of the executive at the next
meeting, or mail it to the society.
We will only issue membership cards in the
name of one individual, not a business, even
if the business is paying for you and address
is that of the business. This is to eliminate
the possibility of a single $15 membership
from benefitting several people at once (ie.
discounts at stores, CP/M copying privileges,
etc.)
2
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MEMBERSHIP IN THE W.C.C.S5. '

/
A West Coast Computer Society membership

costs only $15, and is valid for 1 year, from
the date that the fee is paid. Renefits 1in-—

clude meeting people with similar interests,
discounts from local stores, participation in
group purchases and a monthly newsletter, the
WCCS PRINTOUT.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS or SIGs

The VANCOUVER CP/M USERS GROUP (CP/MUG) is a
Special Interest Group (SIG) of the WCCS.
offering public-domain software, as distri-
buted by the CP/MUG of New York. Software
offered by SIG/M (Special Interest Group for
CP/M) of the Amateur Computer Group of New
Jersey (ACGNJ) is also available. The cost to
join the Vancouver CF/MUG is $25, a ONE-TIME
fee, good for ALL future sessions.
Currently, the library consists of over 100

volumes (1 volume=1-8" IBM compatible single-
density diskette) of software including vari-
ous utilities, various tiny language pro-
cessors, the Osborne business software pac-
kage, BASIC and assembly language games, text
editors and processors, graphics languages,
CAD languages, operating systems, database
systems, music, Adventure games, and more!
Most of the volumes are now available in

formate other than 8" §&8SD, including the
Osborne, NorthStar, and Apple CP/M formats.
The 68XX USERS GROUP brings together mem-

bers who ave, or are interested in, the
6800/6809/68B000 microprocessors and associated
buss and operating systems. SWTP, Gimix,
Smoke Signal Broadcasting, Fercom, FLEX,
Uniflex, 0s-9, TRS-80 Colour Computer,
Telidon, 65-50, are a few keywords of inte-
rest.
The NORTHSTAR USERS GROUP (NSUG) brings the

Northstar software library to the WCCS.
Northstar DOS: Horizon Advantage; and BASIC;
are a few keywords here.
The RIG BOARD SIG (BRSIG), has 40-50 people

who currently run or are in the process of
constructing the Digital Research Computers
single board Z-80 microcomputer. Initially a

group of Microtel Facific Research employees,
widespread interest in this powerful yet inex-
pensive system has developed. Other projects
include a very low cost terminal (VLCT) and
bulk purchases of components and equipment.
Look for the latest from the designers of

the RigRoard, called the BETTERROARD. A group
purchase of bare boards % kits is under way

RENEWALSCEN
The 4-digit date—code in the top right-hand

corner of the mailing label, indicates the
member’s renewal date. 8202 means the year
1982, the month of February. To continue
receiving all benefits of membership in the
society, renew at least 2 months before the
indicated date.

WANTED
Any microcomputer, electronics, or

amateur radio related non-commercial ads.
Cost is FREE! Results are not guaran-—
teed, but don’t complain if you didn’t
take advantage of this service...
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If the
full
needs, or for the unique (can’t find it else-
where), then
Call: SATYRICON ELECTRONICS for expandable
medium sized and medium priced systems.

x SATYRICON ELECTRONICS Xx

Specializing in "MADE TO ORDER SYSTEMS"
toy computers are too small and the

business computers are too big for your

433-6424 EVES. VOICE LINE
438-2468 24HR. COMPUTER LINE

The "Low-Cost" Membership Plan? - by Dave Wiens

ew Vancouver Area Bulletin Board Systems

+————— Name—-———=—- +-Phone—-—+-Hours—+

MicroMessage 437-7001 24 hrs
System

|
|

Basic’lly BES 271-3354 24 hrs
Frog Hollow CBBS 873-4007 24 hrs
H%S uSystems 430-4143 Spm-9am

Microstat CBBS 224-2337 24 hrs
On-Line BO 594-7398 Fpm-9am

Pacific Blue 581-1049 24 hrs
Radio Shack 875-1783 24 hrs
TVG Systems 738-1640 24 hrs
Satryicon CBBS 438-2468 24 hrs
Vanc Heath VHBRERS 430-8233 24 hrs

Test charts for an EICO Model 666 tube tester.
Also need an operators manual for a Heathkit
Model TS-4A TV alignment generator. If you have

copies you no longer need or are willing to lend
so I can make a photocopy, call Dave at 255-4483

(hose).
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The W.C.C.S. PRINTOUT is accepting
DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Current rates list:for
Regular Monthly Issues

Full pag@.ececcccccecccecsss$25.00
Half pag@...cccccccecsasss$13.00
Quarter page..cccsccs...%$10.00
Business card size......$% 7.00

Special Issues: please request rates
(Computer Fair, Christmas)

Please contact any executive member
or the Editor, WCCS PRINTOUT

P. 0. Box 4031
Vancouver, B. C.

v6B 324

Camera ready copy required by the 15th
of the month for next month’s issue
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1 was going to say ''No-Cost', but that might
‘make me a target of a lawsuit for improper advertis-
ing, even though many members are finding it to
be the case.

No, we haven't made a new policy that waivesthe annual membership fees. Just that, besides
such benefits of belonging to the club as receiving
the monthly newsletter many of you will save
enough money on group purchases and discounts at
local stores to partially or even completely cover
the cost of the $15 annual dues. An interesting
example would be if your 5%" floppy disk drive
needs to be aligned. Although it would normally
cost you $50 or more, Jo Ting Ho has offered to do
it for us. for only $25 (if several members have it
done at the same time).

The courses that we plan to teach in the near
future will cost several dollars less to members
than to non-members. And you should check the
list, elsewhere in this issue, of stores giving memb-
ers discounts. So if your membership is expiring
soon, or you are not a member at all, why wait?
Contact our treasurer, or any member of the exec-
utive, either at the Computer Fair, at upcoming
meetings, or via the mail.

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS
of the West Coast Computer Society

NN
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One of the many benefits you derive from
keeping your membership paid-up is the
discounts several local firms offer our
members. Make sure you carry your up-to-date
membership card with you as they may ask youto show it.
— Tarters Data Systems (Tim Tarter)
6923 Kingsway, Burnaby, Ph. 525-5133
154 off computer supplies (paper, diskettes)- Integrated D.P. Supplies (Rob Legg)
1804 West Broadway, Vancouver, Ph. 733-3541
107% off computer supplies (paper, diskettes)

— Micronics Research Corp. (Bob Jones)
33383 Lynn Ave., Abbotsford, Ph. 859-7005
various discounts on §5-50 bus hardware and
6800/6809 software.

- R.P. Electronic Components (formerly called
~ Rendall -Faret) (Ian Smith) :

2048 West 4th Ave., Vancouver, Ph. 738-6722
207% off most items.

- Colour Products Unalike (Michael 0’'Hearn)
211-990 East 8th Ave., Vancouver Ph.873-2372
207% off software for TRS-80 Colour Computer.

- = Braymar Data Services (Keith Hayes)
#4-258 East 1st Ave., Vancouver, Fh.B879-9156
wholesale price on Qume disk drives and
Allenbach diskettes.

- Clever Computer Systeas (Steve Cleverley)
334 West Broadway, Vancouver, Ph.873-3751
COST PLUS 15% for S-100 Board Products.

- Holectron Digital Services (Jo-Ting Ho)

9-1/2" disk drive alignaent for only $25 for
group (4-3 minimus) alignaent.



President's Notepad - by Dave Wiens

After a year of meeting at the Trout Lake Comm-
unity Center, we have again had to move. Trout
Lake has so many programs this fall that they have
no room available for us -- since we are not a
sponsored activity we had lowest priority.

The Renfrew Community Center has agreed to let
us use room 102 for the indefinite future (a yearor more), so this will be our "home" until further
notice. One problem with this room is that we
don't know whether or not our February or March
meetings will be disrupted by some remodelling that
will take place upstairs. A relocation, if any, will
be mentioned in our newsletter and Ken Bell's "Data
Base" column in the PROVINCE. Also, we have to
be out of room 102 by 10:00 pm. each night, so we
will try to start at 7:30 pm. from now on.

Ever since our club began we've talked about
offering courses to members as well as to the gen-eral public on a variety of topics. Recently our
vice-president, Patrick, with the blessing of the
executive, has decided to turn talk into action. He
has worked hard the past few weeks finding not
only topics of interest, but also potential "students"
and teachers. More details will be available from
us at the computer fair. To ensure the quality of
this program modest fees will be charged (WCCS
members get discounts). These will cover room ren-tal, teacher's honorarium, and other expenses. If
you have any suggestions, please don't hesitate to
call Patrick.

In this issue you will notice more pages of paid
advertising than ever before. For those of you who
don't like the new ''commercial" look, don't worry,we'll likely be back at one or zero pages of ads
in the coming months. But the revenue from thismonth's ads helped us to afford printing 500 copies
of this newsletter instead of the usual 170 or so.

A new low cost CRT terminal is now available
from a Canadian manufacturer, Nabu Terminals (for-
merly Volker-Craig). The low price of $699 (Can.
plus FST), quantity one, goes even lower to only
$549 + FST in large quantities. The Nabu 4503 CRT
has a detached keyboard and a 24 x 80 (7x9 matrix)
display.

The "Better Board", a single board computer
designed by Jim Ferguson (who also designed the
"Big Board" for Digital Research) is now available
from Cal-Tex Computers in California. At least one
of our members has ordered it and may have receiv-
ed it by Fair time. Significant improvements in the
new design are a disk controller designed to handle
52" or 8" drives, single and double density, DMA
used for 1/0, and a STD bus connector for easy exp-
ansion. The video display generator has also been
improved. But most interesting of all is that it
includes a SASI (Shugart Associates Systems. Inter-
face) interface that lets you easily plug in a low
cost hard disk such as the $999 (US) Xebec package
(controller with 5 Megabyte drive)!

Last Meeting

Chris Huntley put his brand new Commodore
VIC-64 through paces. The "sprite" graphics were
especially interesting to many. Thanks, Chris.

The swap meet/flea market wasn't as good as
our February one, as not nearly as much stuff was
brought along for sale. We'll have to have better
publicity next time.
4

Looking Ahead

Two future demos have already been arranged.
On December 1st Ken Moren will show the British
built Acorn Atom, complete with disk. On January
5th Bruce Betts will bring the Victor 9000 which
uses the 8086 microprocessor.

Other possibilities for 1983 being worked on are
the Zenith Z-100 (8-bit 8085 and 16-bit 8088), colour
graphics system using the NEC 7220 graphics chip,
and the Z-8000 based, locally built Proteus single
board computer. If you would like to see any other
system or a talk on some subject at one of our meet-
ings, don't be bashful -- tell someone in the exec-
utive.

Rear-view Mirror - by Dave Wiens

In the past year, or so, the newsletter has
really improved, first under the editorship of Allen
Mar, then Steve Cleverly, and now Allen again.

The two most regular features have been the
reminder of the upcoming month's meeting, and the
68XX column. |

What else? Lots -- an article on how to convert
an $88 TV set into a 24 x 80 monitor, updates on
local CBBS's, various and sundry unclassified ads,
several overviews of contents of disks in the
CP/MUG library, description of the "Modem 7" prog-
ram file transfer protocol, minutes of the Big Board
Special Interest Group (BBSIG) meetings, a two partarticle on how to design a power supply, several
bug fixes, list and reports on new computer stores
in town, a few hardware and software reviews,
excerpts from magazines such as Electronics, IEEE
Micro, and '68' Micro Journal, as well as write-ups
on events such as the West Coast Computer Faire in
San Francisco, the NCC, and the Basic Computer
Group's open house.

The past year's meetings featured:
Oct. '81 - Ohio Scientific Challenger 11
Nov. '81 - Zenith 2-89 =Dec. '81 - NorthStar Advantage
Jan. '82 - "Big Board" and low cost video terminalFeb. '82 - Swap meet and Sinclair ZX-81 demo
Mar. '82 - Commodore SuperPET and VIC-20
Apr. '82 - talk on format of CP/M disks, and report

on West Coast Computer Faire
May '82 - talk on FORTH
June '82 - elections, demo of Clever One (Wavemate

Bullet), talk on UBC micro network
July '82 - talk and demo of data management sys—

tems |

Aug. '82 - IBM Personal Computer
Sept. '82 - Atari 800, mini CP/M copying session
Oct. '82 - Swap meet and VIC-64 demo

Vancouver BasedComputer MagazineSom
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COMPUWEST is the name of a new magazineto be published in Vancouver.
Jamieson Advertising Limited announced the

monthly Infoworld-style tabloid which will
serve the Western Canada computer community.

Ken Bell, PBusiness Editor for the Vancouver
Province, will be co-ordinating copy (edi-ting?) for the new magazine.

Graymar will be the distributors, and cost
of the magazine is expected to be $1 or $1.50.

Look for them at the fair, where samples ofthe first issue will be available.
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YOUR ONE STOP ELECTRONICS SHOP.
PARTS - ACCESSORIES - HARDWARE - CABLES

HUGE INVENTORY OF SURPLUS
— OLD FASHIONED HELPFUL SERVICE
FOR THE MODERN EXPERIMENTER —xXrxKkJ§§FF§823}2x}_§2 _}2_} _}X RB_§0§NNB _}NJ |] “1

20%. SAVE 20%|ON THE PURCHASE OF: ]
HB INFO WORLD

-=9

H MICROCOMPUTING HB CREATIVE COMPUTING
HB MICROSYSTEMS BH PERSONAL COMPUTING

H COMPUTE HB BYTE

l
l
I

BH 80 MICRO HB INTERFACE AGE }

I
l=0°9% OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 1, 1982 20%|R.P. ELECTRONICCOMPONENTS LIMITED

2048 WEST FOURTH AVENUE
VANCOUVER, B.C. v&J 1M9S

3-67 =.



CP /7MUG USER” S GROUP
Dave Bowerman, Co-ordinator
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There have been some questions asked by
some of the club members as to why the CF/MUG
fees have been raised from $15 to $25. 1

would like to offer the following as an
explanation of this. Back in 1978 when I
attended my first CFP/MUG disk copying session,
there were 33 disks in the collection all from
the CP/MUG. Today there are 121 disks
available for copying with more arriving each
month. A little quick math will suggest that
for almost quadrupling the amount of software
available and a 65% increase in the one-time
fee is more than fair.

On a different topic, I would like to
present some short program fragments with
regard to using the direct BIOS call vectors
and the Disk parameter block to allow a
program tobe almost universal in the type of
CF/M system it will run on. This is mainly of
use when a program requires access to a disk
other than via the normal BDOS functions.
Examples of this are the SAP (Sort and Pack
directory) utility and the DU disk examine and
modify utility.

The first item is to determine whether the
system is running with CP/M 1.4 or CF/M 2.0 or
higher. This is done via the BDOS system call
12 which will return HL equal to 0 on CP/M 1.4
and HL equal to the version in H and the
revision level in L.

After this point, the RIOS vector table
will be copied to a local table for easy
access. This is done by loading the HL

register with the address at 1 and 2,decrementing by 3 to point to the cold boot
routine and copying 3I9 bytes for the 13
routines to the local storage area. At this
point, if the system is CP/M 2.0 or higher,
the jump table has been set up. If you are
using CF/M 1.4, then you will need to generate
the address of the sector translate routine
which in 1.4 was part of the BDOS. This
address is obtained by loading the HL register
pair from addresses 6&6 and 7 and adding 9 to
this value. A jump intruction is then stored
as the first byte of the I-byte table entry
with the next two bytes being supplied from
the value generated in the HL register. The
List Status routine may also be modified at
this time as CP/M 1.4 does not include this in
the jump table either.

Having set up the jump table, we will now
get the disk parameter block which is a fixed
9 byte long table in CF/M 1.4 and a variable
15 byte long table in CP/M 2.0 or higher. For
CP/M 1.4, the disk parameter block is found by
loading the HL registers with the address in
locations 6 and 7 and adding 52. For CP/M 2.0
or higher, the address of the DPB can be found
by using the BDOS system call 31 which will
return the address in HL or by using the BIOS
Select disk call. The select disk call in
CP/M 2.0 returns the address of a table called
the Disk parameter header in the HL register
if the disk exists else it return a 0 value in
HL. The DPH contains two items of interest to"the hacker, the first two bytes are the
address of the sector translation table and
the address of the Disk Parameter Block 10
bytes further into the DPH. Having obtained
the address of the DPR, we will now copy this
information down to where the user program
will be able to use it. For the CP/M 2.0 or
higher user this is a simple block move but
for the CF/M 1.4 user, several of the byte

6

values will have to be converted to word
values for compatiblity and some of the values
will have to be generated. The items to be
changed are as follows: the sectors-per-—track
value will have to be changed to a word from a
byte, the extent mask will have to be set to
0, the DSM which is the maximum block number
available on disk will have to be changed to a
word from a byte value, the byte value for
directory maximum will have to be changed to a
word value from a byte value, the directory
allocation byte will be copied directly
followed by a zero byte, the check size byte
which is (DIRMAX+1)/4 for removable media and
00 for non-removable media (hard disks for
example) will be set and the reserved track
value will be converted from a byte value to a
word value.

An example of how to use this information
to access a given block on the disk is as
follows:

On entry, check if block number less than
DSM, if not, return error.

The track and sector number are then
calculated as in the following where the track
number equals (BLKSIZxblock number) /SFPFT plus
the RESTRK value and the sector number 1s
equal to (BLKSIZxblock number) mod SPT plus 1.
The values used are all either explicit or
implicit to the DBF. The sectors per track 1s
explicit while the block shift factor and the
block mask value determine the block size as
explained in the Digital Research manual. One
item to beware of is that the sector number
generated in the above example is the logical
sector number and the sector translate routine
must be called before the RIOS SET-SECTOR
routine is called BUT if you are using CP/M
1.4, the call to sector translate will
automatically call the sector set routine so
you must disable the SETSEC call.

The following table gives the BIOS vectors
as they would appear in your program following
the routine to copy them down from high
memory.

'CBOOT: . BLKR 3 : COLD BOOT ENTRY POINT
WBROOT : . BLKE 3 : WARM BOOT ENTRY POINT
CONST: .BLKR 3 : CONSOLE STATUS
CONIN: . BLKE x : CONSOLE INFUT
CONOUT: .BLKR 3 +: CONSOLE OUTPUT
LISTOT: .EBLKR 3 s LIST OUTPUT
PUNCH: . BLKR x : PUNCH OUTPUT
READER: .BLKR 3 : READER INFUT

|

ft ANYONE ACTUALLY USE
1 THE READER AND PUNCH?

HOME : .BLKR 3 :s HOME HEAD ON SELECTED
| 1DISK DRIVE

SELDSK: .BLKB 3 +: SELECT DISK DRIVE
SETTRK: .BLKR x 1 SET TRACK
SETSEC: .BLKB x § SET SECTOR
SETDMA: .RBLKEB 3 ; SET DATA TRANSFER

| t ADDRESS
READ: .BLKR 3 s READ SECTOR
WRITE: . BLKR x sWRITE SECTOR TO DISK
LISTST: .BLKB x LIST STATUS (CP/M 2.X)

|

3 s+ SECTOR TRANSLATESECTRN: .BLKE

s VALUE FOR 1.4

FOR SALE - Several IBM and other brand 3348 Winchester
type disk packs. Each pack contains its own set
of heads and can store 50-70 Megabytes depending

on formatting. They were all in good working
condition when resoved from service recently due

to converting to a different computer supplier.
Call Keith Johnston at :nounonnn (work).

CP/M 2.0 OR UP, GENERATED
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W. C. C. S. SAMPLER DI SKSES
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The W.C.C.S. has two sampler disks for
sale to people who are interested in finding
out more about the CP/MUG and the SIG/MUG
disks. The first disk contains the catalogues
for the over 120 disks in both sets and some
sample programs. The second disk contains
more sample programs and several games
programs. Among the programs included on
these two disk are the MODEM? program, the
file squeeze and unsqguee:ze packages, an
INVADERS game playable on almost any ASCII
terminal, an Adventure program {or any 48K or
larger CF/M system that runs entirely in
memory, the CRCK program useful for checking
program validity after file transfers, several
directory lister programs including ones to do
a directory of all disk and users in a system,
a system status check program and many other
small but useful utilities.

The cost of these disks is $6 each for
W.C.C.S. members and $8 each for non-members
with membership in the CP/M special interest
group costing a one-shot fee of $25.
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RENEWALsom REMINDERS
N

eo

The following memberships have expired.
This is the ONLY notice vou will receive,

s0 RENEW now!

These members should renew in NOVEMBER:

Ian A. Maclean
Ray Bird
Feter Kent
James Lawler
Peter Eennett
Peter Lount
R. S. Deane
Bruce Burge
Patrick Lam
Robert Maxwell
Peter M. Retts
W. A. McKinnon
Ed Poznikof¥f
Mark Maisonvil
H. W. Wong

Matt Del angen
David S. Young
Michael McGhie
Terry O’Brien
Ed Klassen
Brock A. Prozeniuk
Peter Burnett
Ken Mclsaac
Neil Sutcliffe
Roland Rurton
Bill Nuttall
Ray Nieppola
Dr. Rex Kenner

le Gordon Wong
Cyril Williams

A reminder for those members who should have
renewed last month,

Maurice Shu

OCTORER:

¥Bob Jones
++ SPECIAL COMPUTER FAIR DISK OFFER +++ Henry C. Sung gBill Davis+44FRRRRHRAREEEER Rob Stathers Jim Johnson

Esa Loyva SE. Powell
During the Pacific Coast Computer Fair, Fatrick Chan Peter Luckham Jr.

a free copy of sampler disk 2 will be included X¥*Roger Pryor Chris Huntley
with each new membership in the CFM special R. R. Kawchuk
interest group of the W.C.C.S5.

X = received renewals this month, thanks

> |

FAXXCOMPUTER Sov $25g500

FEATURING:

CLEVER COMPUTER ::"" $3,595%
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INCLUDES SOFTWARE
INQUIRE ABOUT

LEASING MONTHLY RENTALS
We offer a full rangeof software for
the hobbyist to the businessman

e GAMES * WORD PROCESSING * ACCOUNTING
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“FOR WCCS MEMBERS - SPECIAL ORDERS
AT COST + 15%
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CLEVERCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
53¢ W. BROADWAY, VANCOUVER, B.C.

873-3751



(604) 859-7005
| 33383 LYNN AVENUE,

ABBOTSFORD,
BRITISH COLUMBIA,

RESEARCH CORP. CANADA, V2S 1E2

Microcomputers - Hardware and Software
GIMIX® Sales, Service and Support

GIMIX
TSC
FRANK HOGG
MICROWARE
META LABS

HAZELWOOD COMPUTER SYSTEMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS CENTER
ALFORD AND ASSOCIATES
COMPUTERWARE

PRINTERS, TERMINALS, HAYES MODEMS, ETC.
DYSAN AND SYNCOM DISKETTES

Discounts on most items to Computer Club Members

WE ALSO SUPPLY METAL/MINERAL DETECTORS
- WHITE’S, GARRETT, COMPASS
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MODEM7 AND THE HAYES SMARTMODEM
ON THE OSBORNE1
by Jack Brown
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For those of you lucky enough to own a
Smartmodem, the following is a short tutorial
on using MODEM7 from the FOG library with the
Hayes. The documentation supplied with MODEM?

is rather intimidating at first, but it’s
really quite simple once you get on to it.

To start with, boot the MODEM7 program (by
typing MODEM? when you see the A>),and you
will get a menu of commands. I will explain
these as we come to them.

ENTERING THE BULLETIN BOARD

The easiest way to get to know the proce-
dures is to access your local computer bulle-
tin boards. In Vancouver, try the Frog Hollow
BRS at 873-4007 or the Surrey RBRS at 584-
2543. To dial with the Smartmodem, you must
first get to the menu in modem7. Then type "T
<CR>’. To get the attention of the Smartmodem
you now type AT’ followed by your dial com-
mand. (eg: ATDB734007) (NOTE: USE UPFER CASE
LETTERS TO GIVE COMMANDS TO THE SMART MODEM)

The Smartmodem will now dial your number for
you!
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When the phone rings at the other end, the

BRS will send a tone to your computer, which
will then answer with another tone, and will
print on your screen CONNECT’. If nothing
happens within a few seconds try pressing
return a few times. (This is to let the BBS
know what speed you are using). Then you will
see a sign-on message from the bulletin board,
and it will ask you your name and other infor-
mation. It will also give you options, such
as going directly to the bulletin board or
exiting to CP/M. Right now you want to go to
the BBS.

On entering the BRS, you will either get a
menu of activities, or you will have to press
*?2° for more information. The first time you
enter the BBS try all the help menus. You
will probably find them very useful. Usually
pressing 'Q’ will give you a quick summary of
messages on the board. Pressing °'R™ will
allow you to retreive a message. (just give
the msg #). When you have finished, usually
*'G* (GOODRYE) will log you off the system.
The BBS will give you the time spent on the

system (did I really spend THAT much time?!),
and say goodbye. The Smartmodem will print
*NO CARRIER’ when the BBS hangs up. Congratu-
lations! You just made your first (of many)
successful contacts with your local BRS!

To return to CP/M, type a control E ("E) to
return to the MODEM? menu, then use the menu
command *CPM’<CR> to return to the CP/M A>.



6800/6809/68000/FLEX/0S-9/55-50 - by Dave Wiens

Introduction
An introduction is in order for those of you who

are reading this column for the first time. The
Vancouver 68XX Users Group is an informal group
affiliated with the WCCS. Its purpose is to bring
together people using or interested in computers
based on the Motorola 6800 and 6809 (maybe even
68000) microprocessors in order to share ideas, prog-
rams, advice and technical help. Besides getting
together at the regular WCCS meetings, we also have
separate meetings every second month, or so.

Do you have a system using the S5-50 bus
(SWTPc, Smoke Signal, Gimix, etc.), Exorcisor bus
(Motorola evaluation kits), TRS-80 Colour Computer,
Commodore SuperPET, Stellation 11 CPU card in an
Apple, Heathkit ET-3400/6800, etc.? You're welcome
to join us. You can call me at 255-4485 for more
information.

We have some public domain 68XX software and
hope to get more in the future. If anyone has
written a useful or interesting program (utilities,
games, etc.) they would like to contribute, please
contact me or Peter Belton miidiiiiniinie.

For those of you who are new, '68' Micro Journ-
al (68M]) is a magazine devoted entirely to us 68XX

users, including TRS-80 Colour Computer users to
some extent.

68000

The first APL interpreter for 68000 machines
running under UNIX has been announced by Codata
Systems Corp. of Sunnyvale, California. They say
they chose the 68000 because its 16 megabyte linear
address space (vs 64K segments on the 8086) made
it easier to implement the code to handle the large
arrays typical of APL programs. (Electronics
Sept. 8/82 p.52)

|

CP/M-68K, a 68000 version of the CP/M operating
system, is expected to be available late this year
for about $450 (US).

Our treasurer, Tom, should have a small single
board 68000 system up and running soon. He has
hinted he could be persuaded to write an article for
us sometime in the future. |

A local group of people is designing a high per-
formance, multi-user, business system around a 10
MHz 68000. A lot of their effort is going into writ-
ing the operating system and other software. 1

hope to get an update from Don Gamble on this in
a few months.
TRS-80 Colour Computer (C.C.)

The O0S-9 operating system and BASIC-09 lang-
uage are now available for the C.C. from Frank
Hogg Labs. 05-9 is a Unix-based, multi-tasking,
multi-user operating system. By hooking up a sep-
arate CRT terminal (would require a hardware int-
erface) to the C.C. you could be writing a BASIC-
09 program on the terminal, while at the same time
someone else is using the keyboard and display of
the same C.C. to play a game, and sharing the
disk drives. But at $299 (US) it's not cheap, even
though that price includes BASIC-09. (68M] Oct. '82
p.6) :

|

So now you have a choice of disk operating sys-
tems -- FLEX, 0S-9, STAR-DOS, and Radio Shack's --
and there must be others I'm not aware of yet.

I haven't heard any news lately from the organiz-
ers of the local Colour Computer Users Group. You
might want to call Michael O'Hearn at Colour Prod-
ucts Unalike for more information. Also ask him to
give you a run-down on the C.C. programs, mag-
azines and hardware he sells.

S$S-50

More information has been published on how to
interface to the $600 (US) 5 Megabyte hard disk men-
tioned before. This month the article (68M] Oct. '82
P-29) has the schematic of an interface board to
plug into the 55-50 bus. It includes additional
memory at $E100-$$EFFF to hold the disk driver code
without getting in the way of any program. If
enough interest is expressed the author will also
modify this design to work with the TRS-80 Colour
Computer.

A new video graphics board for the S$S5-50 bus
is now being advertised. This is a high resolution
(512 x 480) intelligent board, with its own on-board
6809 microprocessor and 6K firmware that takes high
level graphics commands from the host system.
Only 4 bytes of address space are used. Text is
supported with user-defined character sets of mult-
iple sizes. It costs $595 (US) from Privac, Inc.
(68M] Oct.'82 p.59)
6809

Mitel has announced an "integrated workstation",
called the "Kontact'", that combines a 6809-based
microcomputer and a telephone. A 12" CRT, single-
sided, double-density 5%" floppy (expandible to a
second floppy and hard disk), telephone handset,
telephone keypad, and 120K to 256K memory, make
up the unit. Software includes a Mitel developed
operating system, spreadsheet, word processing, and
a BASIC compiler. It also has electronic mail, time
logging for telephone, and automatic dialing capabil-
ities. Canadian distribution for the $4200 unit will
be handled by Lanpar. (Computing Canada
Sept 16/82 p.1, and ComputerData Sept.'82 p.20)

TSC has released their 6809 Fortran-77 compiler
for FLEX and Uni-FLEX. The FLEX version costs
$375 (US) and includes a relocating assembler and
linkage editor.

A compiler for a new language, PL/9, is now
available from Windrush in the U.K. Designed esp-
ecially for writing software for industrial and proc-
ess control micros, it is based loosely on Pascal
and PL/M. All code is generated to be position
independent and ROM-able. (68M] Oct.'82 p.35)

I just received more information on the single
board computer from Chandler Microsystems, includ-
ing an almost full sized photo with all chips and
connectors labelled. Several details might be of
interest. First, a standard floppy disk controller
chip, such as those from Western Digital, is not
used. Instead, a 6852 synchronous serial adapter
and half of a 6522 VIA are used. A non-standard
disk format results, although utilities to read and
write standard FLEX format disks are supplied.

An EPROM is used to control mapping of the up
to 256K RAM in 4K blocks. 128 different addressing
maps can be defined. Video generation of 84 x 24
characters of a 7 x 12 font (9x16 cell) is handled
by a 6845 controller and EPROM character generator.
1/0 from keyboard (with type-ahead buffer) arid
to/from disks is done in an interrupt-driven mode
so you can key during disk 1/0 without losing char~-
acters. A 10% discount is available for quantities
of 25 or more.

Maybe it's just trivia, but Control Data Corp.'s
new high performance ISl-compatible (Intelligent
Standard Interface) disk drives use a 6809 micro-
processor in their intelligent controller. (Electron-
ics Aug.11/82 p.120) 9



Other
Harold Mauch, the founder of PERCOM DATA, died

on August 30, 1982.
A new CBBS, operated by '68' Micro Journal in

Tennessee, is now accessible at (615) 842-6809 even-
ings. The only commands supported are CAT, DIR,
BUILD, WORDS, FIND, INDISK, and BYE, several of
which are standard FLEX commands.
68XX Meetings

The upcoming 68XX meeting at SFU will feature
a mini-copying session of 68XX public-domain soft-
ware. One of the programs is a very fast disk
formatting program that can format FLEX disks of
single or double density, 534" or 8", single or doub-
le sided, and almost any number of tracks. Look
for room B9242 at the end of the hall that leads
directly south from the SFU Art Gallery. See you
there on Tuesday, November 9th, at 7:00 pm.

BIG BOARD USERS
HOW TO SAVE ROM DATA ON DISKmm
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written by unknown author
I+ you wish to save the contents of a 2716

EFROM on disk:
1) With the power off, insert the rom into

#2 ROM socket; ( the one beside the FFM
ROM)

2) Fower on and press returngType I1C <CR> and note result-—— Ni
(typically 18)

4) Add B80 hex to this number to get N2 (ie.
18+80 hex = 98 hex) and type 0I1C N2 <CR>;

9) Type tt FO 6000 0 <CR>;
6) Type : CBOO FFF 4000 <CR>g
7) Type : 01C Nil (ie. 18):
8) Boot CP/M : (type : RB <CR> );
?) Load DDT, then :
10) Type : F100 2000 O <CR>j;
11) Type : M4000 47FF 100 <CR>;
12) Type : control-C;
13) Type : Save 8 FILENAME.EXT <CR:.

This procedure will save the contents of
the ROM as a CP/M file. To save other ROM
locations :

- ROM#1 (PFM) : address—— QO0OQ0H-07FFH
ROM#2 : address—— 0B00OH-OFFFH
ROM#X : address—— 1000H-17FFH
ROM#4 ¢ address—- 1800H-1FFFH

1/0 address ICH is the system PIO
Adding BOH bank switches RAM/ROM.
<CR> stands for RETURN or ENTER.

/ \
: Membership Up to Date? :

\ /
If you check your address label on the
envelope, you will find a 4-digit date code
which is your membership renewal date. (i.e.
8211 = November *82 expiry date).
To continue receiving the benefits of WCCS
membership (newsletter, discounts at selected
stores, group purchase rates, access to user’s
groups, and more...

SEND IN YOUR RENEWAL NOW!!!
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NORTH STAR USER’S GROUP
AND

FUN and GAMES ON CP/M MACHINES
by Steve Cleverley
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In the North Star field there is little news
to report. 1 have recently worked on an
Advantage with a five Megabyte hard disk. It
worked pretty well except for in a few areas.
Rasic Computer Group had not really

instructed the users’ in the proper operation
of the machine.

The capacity of five megabytes was not
really sufficent for the applications that the
users needed. When a file is 2.5M or bigger itis impossible to sort or copy as a backup is
needed. One of Murhpy’s or Parkinson’s laws
states that the job will expand to fill the
space available, this happened really quickly.
There are some real deficencies in the

system also:
An output to port OFFh will hang up the

system. This does not in itself sound to awful
but when you remember that FF is the front
panel port for status lights there is a lot of
software that used that for debugging and
still has that bit of code imbedded in it.

A O7Fh output to the screen can cause the
system to hang up.
If you have turned off the cursor for

extensive screen mapping (and with the slow
phosphor screen that is needed to avoid a lot
of ghost cursors all over) a clear screen
command (ctrl D) will turn it back on. Most
software turns off the cursor, clears the
screen and then maps. To avoid this one must
clear the screen with a home, clear to end of
page sequence.
The control codes created by the various

function keys are totally undocumented and one
must find them out by trial and error.
This is typical of the documentation that

was supplied with the Advantage. There is
extensive instructions on how to unpack the
system and turn it on. There is nothing on 1/0
ports, memory management and other needed info
on a systems level.

Regarding the second title to this system
which is game playing on CP/M systems. Believe
it or not you can play games on these
computers. They can be more extensive than
simple textual games such as lunar lander and
adventure. Using cursor addressing and an
install program to set up a control file for
the users program, one can map a display
almost as well as on a memory mapped game
display such as a TRS-80. One is limited to
ASCII characters but imaginative use of these
can produce an acceptable display.

Some of the games that 1 have play that use
such ideas are PACKMAN - a Facman type game,
ALIENS - an Invaders game, ORBRUEST - a
Dungeons and Dragons game, ALIENS - an
Invaders game, ORBRQUEST a Dungeons and
Dragons type game, and NEMESIS - another D&D

game. All work very well to excellent and will
be profiled in detail later in this column.
The first two programs are in the public
domain and are available from the FROG HOLLOW
B.B.S. at 8734007.

FOR SALE

HEATHKIT ET-3X400 MICROFROCESSOR TRAINER
AND EE 3401 COURSE (COST $495)
ONLY $325
CONTACT ALLEN TIGHE nnn;



* * DISCOUNT COMPUTER PRODUCTS * *CED437-6114
The following list is only a Small sample of our products. |feel free to call for prices on any purchases you are contemplating.

rather we order them as required.

Please

Monitors
Zenith Z121 green phosphor 12" 40/80 column switch $185
Amdeck Color 1 composite video 230

Letter Quality Printers
NEC 7710 55 cps. serial or parallel $3500Diablo 630 40 cps. serial only 3310
Smith Corona TP-1 Daisy wheel, serial or parallel 970Brother HR11 Daisy wheel, parallel 1300
C. Itoh Starwriter F10 40 cps. serial or parallel 2200

Modems

Hayes Micromodem II Apple, direct connect $ 452Novation Cat, accoustic connect 235Novation Apple-Cat II | 015

Miscellaneous Apple Compatible Peripherals
Microsoft Z80 Softcard $ 410Microsoft 16K Ramcard 220VistaVision 80x24 card 425
Videx Videoterm 80x24 card 440
Corvus S5Mb Hard Disk 4400
Corvus 10Mb Hard Disk 6200
The Grappler I/0 Board 220

Hewlett Packard & Apple Computers
Apple III w/128k $4700
Apple III w/256k 5571Profile Hard Disk for Apple III 4418
Hewlett Packard HP85 3770Hewlett Packard HPS86 2740
Hewlett Packard HPS87 3450

Please note: We do not maintain a stock of any of these products,
In this manner we

are able to minimize our overhead costs and thus passon all savings to our customers.

11



ZI LOG Z-800by Dave BowermanSoe
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A recent article in Microsystems suggested
that instead of converting to a 16-bit system,
some consideration should instead be given to
remaining with an 8-bit system but upgrading
to a more powerful microprocessor. The one
suggested in the article was the Zilog Z-800
processor.

The following is a compilation of some of
the articles and rumours about the ZI-800
processor that have been published in some of
the magazines plus some information from a
Zilog press release. Unfortunately, the Zilog
press release was authored by a pre-literate
with delusions of authorhood -- i.e. an adman.

The Z-800 is supposedly going to be Zilog’s
answer to the Motorola 6809 processor. It
will incorporate many of the features found in
the Z-8000 16-bit chip with total software
compatiblity with the 1-80 family of
processors and peripheral chips.

Some of the claims made for thie chip are
that it will outperform the Z-80 by 3 to ©

times with a comparable speed memory, that the
clock rates will be 12, 18 and 25 MegaHert:z
and that it will be completely compatible with
2-80 software.....except for those poor souls
who have used some 0f the 8-bit instructions
that can be used to refer to the upper or
lower halves of an index register or any of
the other "unimplemented® Z-80 instructions.
It will have a built-in memory management

unit with memory protection giving it the
ability to directly address up to512 Kbytes
of memory. If you use dynamic memories, the
refresh register is programmable for 7 or 8
bit refresh addresses and refresh timing. To
go with the memory management, will be two
stack pointers, one designated as User and the
other as System. The one in use will be set
by the current mode of the CPU. The Z-80
instruction set is extended by the addition of
8 and 16 bit Multiply and Divide instructions
plus the addition of a true bitwise SET and
TEST instructions using masking in a fashion
reminiscent of those on the 6BXX/65XX chips.

~~ The chip also offers the same two interrupt
inputs as the Z-80 but with a fourth interrupt
mode added to allow more flexibility in
handling multiple interrupts. The CPU also
adds internal trapping to allow true software
single stepping. With the system/user modes,
also comes system call and priviledged
instruction traps to prevent the user from
being able to switch the memory management
structure or similar "fun" ideas.

The on-chip memory manager takes the 16 bit
addresses from the internal address bus and
decodes them into a 19 bit external address.
The translation is programmable from the
system user mode and allows for some memory
protection as well since some segments can be
designated as read-only. The 19 address bits
are outputs as an 8 bit multiplexed
data/address bus and a 11 bit address bus
together with an address latch strobe. The
memory manager is also used to generate the
memory refresh allowing the refresh address
width to be set to 7 or 8 bits and the refresh
rate to be controlled by a programmable
counter for minimum power consumption.

12

The internal clock can be from 12 to 25 MHz

but the interface to the outside world can be
set to insert wait states into both the memory
and 1/0 accesses. This is similar to the
7-80’s habit of automatically inserting one
wait state into all I/0 instructions. The bus
cycle itself can be programmed allowing the
processor chip to generate memory cycle timing
to allow a 25 MHz chip to interface with 1

microsecond access memories.

The rumour that this chip was going to be a
direct pin compatible replacement for the Z-80
were evidently not realized but the chip is
packaged in the familiar 40 pin package with
all the 2Z-80 control signals available for
generating the 5-100 bus 1/0 and memory access
signals, making the task of interfacing the
Z-800 to the IEEE 696 bus much simpler.

HAIDA STATIONERS LTD.

22 - 4429 KINGSWAY, BURNABY, B.C. VSH 2A1

STATIONERS
|

- HAIDA STATIONERS, servicing the business supply needs of
the community since 1975, enters the field of WORD PRO-
CESSING and Data Processing supplies. As a young and pro-
gressive company, being aware of the changes taking place in
the business world, we feel that it is important to carry out our
policy of providing our customers in the greater Vancouver
district with the highest quality products in this field - DYSAN,
VERBATIM, ALSPA, ASHTON TATE, COMPU-TIME, COM-
PUPRO by GODBOUT, DIGITAL MARKETING, FALCO,
KENSINGTON, LEXISOFT, MERRITT SOFTWARE,
MICROBYTE, MICROCOMPATIBLES, MICROSTUF,
OKIDATA, QUADRAM, QUME, SOFTWARE GROUP, SOR-
CIM, STONEWARE, TG PRODUCTS, VIDEX, WW COM-

|

PONENTS and MICROSOFT.

MICROSOFT is a recognized leader in microcomputer soft-
ware, committed to providing friendly software that people who
are new to computers can use to solve their particular computer
problems.

PACIFIC COAST COMPUTER FAIR FEATURE SPECIAL:
FROM MICROSOFT, “NEW” MULTIPLAN ELECTRONIC
WORKSHEET FOR; CP/M-80, 8’ Disk or 5%" Disk for Super-
brain, Xerox 820, Osborne 1, Apple II 5%” Disk, Apple Il or Il]
with Softcard System and CP/M 80 MS-DOS, 5%" Disk, 8”
Disk. |

In addition, Multiplan will run on other systems using the
CP/M-80 operating system and 8” floppy disks. It directly sup-
ports over twenty different kinds of terminals connectable to
these systems and can easily be installed by the user to support
other terminals from additional manufacturers. MULTIPLAN is
more powerful and easier to use than other electronic
worksheets. It’s easy to learn and it’s easy to use. Multiplan
gives you powerful modeling and presentation capabilities.
VisiCalc users can easily move up to Multiplan. Multiplan can
help you with a wide variety of business and personal projects.
Use it for business analysis and forecasting. Useit for technical
and engineering projections. Use it for your household and per-
sonal finances. |

PRICE $349.95
For additional information and demonstration, call Bert at
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The local Osborne User’s group (called
OSBRUG) has just started to meet the third
Monday of each month. So far, we have had
three meetings. The first meeting saw six
people turn up, and we spent most of the time
sorting out basics, like getting autostart
modified for various program callups, and
using Wordstar and Supercalc.
The second meeting, held in May, packed out

the store it was held in (standing room only).
Lee Swordy brought a couple of patches that he
wrote; AUTOMOD changes the callup in CP/M to a
user specified command. Now you can eliminate
the AUTOST.COM file from your discs and save
2k of space on each disc. CP/M now reads the
command line from the disc and boots directly
to your program without going through the
autostart program. (Sorry Thom Hogan, but if I
had double density drives I wouldn’t be so
paranoid about saving space). The second
program, WSPATCH, makes the cursor in Wordstar
blink at a user defined rate. This is es-
pecially great when you are doing a ‘find’
command, because it’s so much easier to find
the blinkin®™ cursor! The patch also automa-
tically changes the arrow keys to the Wordstar
arrow configuration when you boot Wordstar.
This allows you to leave your keys as CF/M
under setup, but have them reconfigured when
Wordgtar is booted. When using Wordstar to
create .ASM or CBASIC files this lets the
arrow keys behave properly even when jumping
back and forth between programs. (Roth these
programs will shortly be added to the FOG

library)
The June meeting was held on June 21 (the

night of the new moon) at the Vancouver PRoard
of Trade tower. The meeting was combined with
a seminar by Timothy Marshall from Seattle.
Tim spent a very enjoyable two hour session
explaining the ins and outs of dBase II on the
Osborne. This seems to be a great data base
management system that lets you get the max-
imum amount of use from the information vou
have on disc. There are still a few bugs in
the program as supplied by Ashton-Tate, (such
as no tab) but I understand they are hard at
work to correct them.
SOFTWARE REVIEWS

FBN Software
- CP/M Extension utility package $ X2.00

This package of software is really versa-
tile. It’s price is so low, I thought twice
about it, but having used it now for some
time, I don’t think I could do without any of
the programs included. There are seven pro-
grams in this package!

SPOOL lets you assign output that would
normally go to your printer or screen to a
disc file instead. All output is then succes-
sively added to that disc file. Now this
doesn’t sound like much of an advantage, does
it? Except that now you can print that disc
file using UNSPOOL, and it can be printing
while you do something else on your console.
It takes a lot less time to write to a disk
file than it does to a printer (especially ifit is an Epson like mine). You also have all
your documents printed at one time while you
go about housekeeping in CP/M.

I know you could just get an 8k buffer card
for your printer, but this way it’s much less
expensive. Besides, it’s cheating to do it
with hardware!!! Ph. 738-3541,

If you assign the console (screen) output to
the disc file, you can get a complete master
disc file catalogue by using successive XDIR
commands, or even a dissassembly of .COM files
on disc. There’s even a disassembly editorutility, DDTTOMAC, that edits a disassemblylisting produced by DDT so it is compatiblewith a normal assembler. (If you're a begin-
ner, don’t worry about this. It will only be
of use to assembly language programmers.Don’t laugh - when 1 started 1 was as much of
a klutz at that as you think you are!).

RESTORE will bring back that file you justerased by mistake. You know, when you forgotto start the ERA command with "B:" and voujust erased the new edited version of yourfile on the logged disc. Just go to CF/M and
say RESTORE <filename> and there it is —— back
again Just like magic! What’s that? You
have a file that was erased but you can’t
remember it’s exact name? Never fear - FDIR
is for you! This directory utility will give
you the name of all files on the disc, their
user number (or erased” if they have been
erased), the attributes of the file, and it’ssize (in extents).

To keep your directory in order, SORTDIR
will re-arrange it, putting it in name or typeorder, and erasing permanently any previouslyerased files. This makes it much easier to
recover an erased file later with no problem
due to name conflicts, and makes your filesnice and neat when you use DIR.

The final utility is called OSUR. It isanother form of Submit command. The primary
advantage of QOSUB is the ability to specify a
string of commands on the command line of CP/M
without having to use a separate .SUR file onthe disc. (once again, I'm saving all the
space on my disc that I can). This is greatwhere you want to load two or more programs in
succession, for example, SPOOL then WORDSTAR.
The other advantage is that QSUB doesn’t write
a transient $$¢.sub file to your disc, meaning
QSUB will work in the direct command line mode
even on a write protected disc!!!
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SALES & SERVICE LTD - ph.:(604) 738-3541 ]2391 Burrard St. Vancouver, B.C. V6Jd 3J2

ANNOUNCING THE

VICTOR 9000
Key Computers invites businessmen
for a demonstration of its highly
versatile Business Microcomputer
with:

— Accounting
— Word processing
— Financial modeling

(3 dimensional)
— CP/M-86 & MS-DOS

Call us today for a
free demonstration.

re,

2391 Burrard St., Vancouver
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Add a Beep to Your Keyboard
by Dick Reinebeck

If you are as bad a typist as I am, your c Oo mM P)u E] Rr)
eyes are on the keyboard most of the time,when you enter data. Therefore, you will not SALES & SERVICE LTD - ph.(604) 738-3541
see if the letter or number you typed has 2391 Burrard St. Vancouver. .B.C. VBJ 3J2
actually been entered.

You usually find out at the end of a sen- USED COM PUTERStence or the end of a long row of numbers,that a letter or number is missing somewhere.
I don’t have to tell you how much time ittakes to correct these errors.
This problem can be solved by adding a sim- BUY — SELL — TRADE — CONSIGN

ple circuit to your keyboard that will emit a

Some

RE

beep whenever a key is pressed. The circuit
can be built on a perf board or if you wish,
you can make a small PC board as shown. None : . :

of the components are critical. Probably amy Vancouver's first reliable micro market place:
NFN transistor will do. Also the values of i i i 1£i
the resistors could be changed + 15% without - with full repair & service by qualified
any noticeable change in the performance of technicians
e circuit. i the values shown in the .

parts list, the tone is about 1200 Hertz and = all systems: business & home computers
the duration of the beep approximately 200 - all peripherals: printers, C.R.T.’s, keyboardsmsec.

& parts.
For the Rig Board users, it should be consi-

dered if the beep could be triggered with the
CRTOUT routine instead with the strobe pulse
from the keyboard. This would mean that thecircuit could also be used for the bellise clo/m(p/[u)(T)(E](R)or Jl

7
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. 55¢ The Micro Link enables you to communicate
I 2 3 4 §5 § with other microcomputer users, large compu-

ters and terminals over telephone lines.
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THE MICRO LINK
by: FPeter Heckmann & Wayne Russell

pean

} This program is flexible and allows you to
configure your computer as a terminal or as

al leg C5 Reé the host, in either full or half duplex. ItTT Rs +L has a screen formatter to allow you to set2s |

your line length. The entire two-way record of
communication may be recorded in memory and on
disk. It is menu driven i.e. you type a com-= Ri. 7=1K C1 =3 uf mand number rather than type the command, e.g.

’ typing 4 (when in the command mode) will clear
R2,4=4.7K €2,3,4=0.1 uF the copy buffer.
RI =10K i Na137

There are over 40 commands and each 1s
Ro =4,3K Spkr= 0.1w/8 oha clearly documented in the manual. The manual
Ré =100 OHM CS =10 uf also explains how to send and receive non-

ASCII files, and talk to bulletin boards. The
program operates at one end without being re-
quired at the other.

RY

We have used the MICRO LINK for 3 months an
have not run into any program bugs.

BUG OFF ‘!

- Do not store OSBORNE with disk drive doors
closed. This could distort the hub.

- When editing or creating a BASIC program
using WordStar, remember to use the N command,
for non-document, and and use the .BAK file
type extension on your filename.


